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Welcome
to the May edition of  The Organ Manual Magazine! 

We hope you enjoyed the last edition - thank you so much to those who sent comments and feedback, it’s good to 
hear from you!

This edition includes articles covering all aspects of  performance including programming, writing programme notes, 
choosing music and conquering nerves. I’m hugely grateful to those who have taken the time to write these pieces for 
the magazine and hope you find them interesting and useful.

Since the last edition, I featured as a presenter on the RCO The Organ Show and also discussing The Organ Manual. 
If  you’ve not yet seen it, the show can be viewed (free of  charge) on  https://www.youtube.com/c/RcoOrgUk . To 
new readers who found The Organ Manual as a result of  watching the show - welcome!

As always, I’d like to thank sponsors, Viscount Organs Wales, for their continued support.

I hope you enjoy this edition. Don’t forget to send comments, feedback, suggestions and ideas to theorganmanual@
gmail.com.

Best wishes

Anna
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How old where you when you first started playing the organ and what inspired you to start?
GB: I was about 15, in year 10. To be honest I don’t really know where the idea had come from. I’d been 

a chorister at Hampstead Parish Church in London and after my voice changed I carried on having piano and 
trumpet lessons and I also had a great interest in the harpsichord and early music generally. I suppose starting to 
have organ lessons grew out of  that mixture of  things. It crept up on me really.

PD: I started the organ when I was 11, which is so long ago now that it’s hard to remember what inspired me! I did 
hear the organ in church but I was never in a church choir; soon after starting I found that I enjoyed playing hymns 
and voluntaries in services, which must have been a big boost to my self-confidence.

FC: I started the organ aged 12 through a school music teacher, having received piano lessons for four years before 
that. The range of  sound and colour available to an organist, as well as the fact that every organ presents new 
musical opportunities, was enough to get me interested; my passion for the Anglican choral tradition with which 
English organists are associated came later as I was never a chorister.

Who inspires you? 
GB: The great choir-trainers of  the past and the many fine choirs and their directors of  the present. As well as 
being inspired by my organ teachers at the time that I studied with them, their wider musical insights remain 

Meet the Team
In this edition’s Meet the Team we chat to Geraint Bowen (Director of  Music), Peter 

Dyke (Assistant Director of  Music) and François Cloete (Organ Scholar) 
from Hereford Cathedral
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with me still. The wonderful colleagues that I have at the cathedral. Our choristers, who work incredibly hard; I 
have huge respect for their resilience, stamina and enthusiasm. My predecessor and former boss, Dr Roy Massey, 
for the formidably high standards which he set during his 27 years here. Watching our choristers engage with 
the Bach Passions and Christmas Oratorio. Listening to Peter playing Transports de joie on Ascension Day.

It was wonderful just before I wrote this to hear François give a stunning performance of  Bach’s Toccata in F 
after Evensong today.

PD: Anyone who manages to spin gold out of  straw – all those choir trainers who create beauty every day 
through patience, expertise and experience. They have enriched our lives in ways we don’t always appreciate. 
I’d also like to mention the French organist Pierre Pincemaille, whose improvisations showed extraordinary 
skill, musicality and craftsmanship. His death in 2018 was a great loss. 

Who is your favourite composer?
GB: Bach. I still haven’t listened to all his surviving cantatas. But I would also find it hard to be without Brahms, 
Byrd, Handel, Haydn and Mahler.

PD: I can’t avoid saying Bach, whose music is eternally inspiring and consoling. I’ve recently enjoyed studying 
and performing Book 2 of  the Well-Tempered Clavier on the piano – which has been an amazing journey. 
Some of  the fugues work rather well on the organ too! But there are so many other composers whose work is 
awe-inspiring: Brahms, Richard Strauss, Wagner, Debussy, Hindemith, and more.

FC: I am a big fan of  the Second Viennese School; for me the works of  Anton Webern in particular are like 
perfectly-cut gemstones. Most people are put off by the esoteric atonal language but in my opinion his delicate 
use of  instruments and carefully balanced themes are signs of  top-rate craftsmanship. 

What is your favourite piece of  music to play?
GB: Anything by Bach really … ranging from the big preludes and fugues, through the introspective chorale preludes 
to the stunning contrapuntal complexity of  his trio movements. There’s something to suit every mood! Franck’s First 
Choral and Prelude, Fugue & Variation are pieces that I have loved for many years.

PD: It would be good to answer this by saying my favourite piece is whatever I’m playing at the time, but there are 
obviously some that stand out. I’ve always loved Bach’s great B minor fugue, but also the penultimate variation of  
Sei gegrüsset, and pretty much all of  the larger chorales of  the Clavierübung III. By way of  contrast, I also rather 
enjoy playing the transcription I made of  Tchaikovsky’s Waltz of  the Flowers.

FC: At the moment I would have to say Wagner’s Meistersinger Overture, transcribed by Lemare. I’m not normally 
a fan of  transcriptions but the score offers so many opportunities for orchestral colour and it is a perfect match for 
the majestic Willis organ at Hereford!

Which is your favourite service to play for and why? (For the DoM – Do you miss not playing the 
organ at many services?)
GB: I regret that my other duties at the cathedral mean that I don’t have time to devote to playing the organ very 
often these days. I do enjoy playing hymns for a large congregation to sing.

PD: Playing for Evensong is a daily challenge and joy, of  course, but part of  me loves a big Sunday Eucharist where 
a large crowd is singing the hymns – and on the Hereford organ there’s always something you can add – and there’s 
lots of  opportunities for liturgical improvising too. In this I learned a great deal from Andrew Parnell at St Albans 
and Roy Massey at Hereford.

FC: Evensong at Hereford is always something special; during my time here I have come to appreciate psalmody as 
the cathedral choir still sings the evening psalms for the day and we have some gorgeous chants by several former 
Hereford cathedral musicians. With its quieter Swell division and range of  Solo stops, the Willis organ is also ideal 
for psalm accompaniment.

What was the most embarrassing moment you have had when playing in public?
GB: There are so many it’s hard to pick one in particular, but I still come out in a cold sweat when I remember 
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pressing Solo 8 (tuba) instead of  Solo 5 (clarinet) at Matins once when I wanted a quiet reed coupled to pedal for the 
final section of  Britten’s Te Deum in E.

PD: A long time ago I was accompanying the last of  Vaughan Williams’s Five Mystical Songs for an English choir on 
tour in Paris. The organ loft was far away at the west end of  the church, and this was the final item in the concert. 
The conductor had told me to run down the loft stairs as fast as possible after the last note to take a bow before the 
applause died out – which I did – but it was then decided we should repeat the piece as an encore. I ran up the loft 
stairs again and set off from the start again, but within a page we totally fell apart and the choir had to stop. We 
duly started again, but it was only when I was part-way through that tricky introduction that I realised I was reading 
from the solo version that’s included as an appendix in that Stainer and Bell edition, not the chorus version that 
precedes it! So, while still playing, I tried to turn back twenty pages or so to get to the right place before the music 
fell apart again. I don’t really want to think too hard about what this must have sounded like, and it’s a good thing 
that it wasn’t recorded.

What is your proudest music moment?
GB: In my previous job at St Davids Cathedral in Pembrokeshire it was a great day when the choir broadcast Choral 
Evensong on Radio 3 for the first time in over twenty years, a challenge I had set myself  when I arrived there a 
couple of  years previously.

PD: Difficult to say – but possibly winning a prize at the St Albans Interpretation Competition in 1993. Playing 
Nielsen’s Commotio in Notre Dame was a special moment too. Seeing our former organ scholars do so well is 
fantastic, too.

FC: I used to be a very nervous choral conductor, so the first time I directed my school chapel choir for a boarders’ 
service was a big milestone for me. Another might be when I sang solo Händel in a vocal department concert at 
Wells, another experience which put me outside of  my comfort zone but has made me a more rounded musician.

What has been the biggest challenge of  your music career?
GB: Running the choir here has new challenges every day, striving to produce and maintain the highest standards of  
which we’re capable, however we’re all feeling. It’s never, ever boring! In particular the last two years has obviously 
thrown things at us all that we could never have previously imagined. Over the last year we have had unusually 
low numbers of  choristers as a result of  recruitment challenges arising from covid and in January we performed 
the Christmas Oratorio complete with just nine choristers. At the beginning of  the year I wouldn’t have said it was 
possible but somehow we managed it.

Also, the Three Choirs Festival brings new challenges every year. It’s good for me to be invited by my colleagues at 
Gloucester and Worcester to conduct works that I wouldn’t necessarily have thought of  doing myself. Beethoven’s 
Ninth Symphony is one example.

PD: I’ve now played for seven ‘home’ Three Choirs festivals, and there’s an eighth coming up this year. These are 
always vastly challenging with the range, the volume and the intensity of  the daily services, rehearsals and concerts, 
not to mention the international and broadcast audience. It’s such a privilege to be in this position, but the week is 
a rollercoaster that demands huge concentration and preparation.

FC: National lockdowns due to Covid-19 have proved challenging for every young organist, having lost months 
of  practice time before my university and cathedral scholarship applications. I tried turning these periods to my 
advantage, focusing on paperwork for my FRCO as well as lots of  piano practice to learn tricky manual parts.

What do you think makes the organ at Hereford Cathedral special?
GB: It’s the combination of  Henry Willis’s tonal genius and the Hereford acoustic. In particular the softer stops on 
the Swell and Solo are wonderful for accompanying the choir.

PD: Its extraordinary range and palette of  colour. It doesn’t have the biggest specification of  any cathedral organ, 
but each stop there works so well with all the others and with the building’s acoustic, to create an extraordinary aural 
experience.
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Have you always wanted to be a cathedral musician? If  not what else did you consider?
GB: I’ve wanted to work in a cathedral since I was a student. But before that, when I was at school, I was obsessed 
with trumpets and trumpet music and if  I had been good enough I would love to have been a natural trumpet player. 
Otherwise some kind of  job within the railway industry would have been good.

PD: To start with I never thought I would be good enough to play in a cathedral – it seems to have happened! I 
worked for a year in the civil service after leaving university, and then as a freelance organist and music teacher, 
playing in a parish church. Both of  these times were very useful in all sorts of  ways, and I would recommend ‘out-
of-cathedral’ work experience to all organists!

What is the biggest highlight of  your music career?
GB: In the course of  my time here I’ve been very fortunate to be involved with some unforgettable occasions such as 
taking part in a concert at the Sistine Chapel with the Sistine Chapel Choir, on a visit when we also sang at a Papal 
Mass in St Peter’s Square. We were also privileged to be contribute to the commemoration of  the 75th anniversary 
of  the D-Day Landings in Normandy in 2019. These are things that I couldn’t in my wildest dreams have imagined 
being involved with when I first started. But I will always remember as well the time when on a Friday night in 
January a few years back, heavy snowfall meant that only six choristers presented themselves for the afternoon 
rehearsal and Evensong. As they were all in year 6 and below I suggested to them that I should send them home as 
well and that we should sing the unaccompanied service with men’s voices. They were most indignant and insisted 
that the service go ahead as planned. Those moments mean a lot to me as well.

PD: There are many musical highlights, but I’d like to nominate my journey through Germany in 2005 for BBC 
Radio 3, following the route of  Bach when he walked to Lübeck. Putting myself  in the localities the young Bach 
walked through, appreciating the journey and motivation behind it, and the anticipation of  the arrival at the great 
Marienkirche helped give me a new appreciation of  Bach’s outlook and compositional process. It was also great to 
discover so many fascinating places!

Which organ would you like to play most and of  those you have played which is your favourite?
GB: It would be wonderful to play Bach on one of  the iconic German or Dutch instruments, or Franck and Vierne 
on one of  the celebrated Cavaillé-Coll organs; of  instruments that I have played: as well as the Hereford Willis, I 
particularly remember enjoying playing two very contrasted instruments: the Frobenius at The Queen’s College, 
Oxford, and the Willis at Westminster Cathedral.

PD: The newly restored organ at York Minster sounds terrific and I’d love to have a few minutes there – it’ll be a 
little different from when I was there some years ago! It was very special to play at Roskilde too, but my favourite was 
probably the historic Cavaillé-Coll at St Denis, near Paris.

FC: One day I’d love to try the 1738 Müller organ at St Bavo, Haarlem, famous not only for its beautiful case 
but also the incredible variety of  stops offered for its period. Out of  the instruments I have played the Hereford 
Cathedral organ has no equal in its richness and ‘nobility’ of  sound; however I have recently discovered a delightful 
Nicholson organ at St Peter’s Church, Lugwardine (20 minutes’ cycle from Hereford), perfect for Bach’s organ music 
in particular.

When do you do your organ practice?
GB: Whenever time permits. Most likely early in the morning or late at night.

PD: I always practise before Evensong, and for a chunk of  time on Friday mornings to help get the weekend’s music 
sorted out. Other than that it’s fitting it in when the cathedral is free, which can be at 6.30 in the morning or 10.30 
at night (later during the Three Choirs Festival!).

FC: On weekdays, the organ scholar can practise on the cathedral organ for an hour in the mornings and afternoons; 
if  I’m playing for Evensong I’ll run any accompaniments with Geraint in the afternoon slot. I often return to the 
cathedral after dinner for an hour or two of  evening practice, then during the day Hereford Cathedral School has a 
mechanical Peter Collins organ which I use to work on my technique.

Do you wear organ shoes?
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GB: No. I used to have a pair of  old shoes which served as my organ shoes, but when they finally disintegrated I 
didn’t replace them and started to use my everyday shoes instead.

PD: Yes, but they are now full of  holes. I am a little apprehensive about changing to new ones.

FC: Of  course, even when playing manuals-only music. It’s just part of  the uniform for me.

(ADoM) You play a lot of  recitals, how big is your repertoire?! Are you always adding to it?
PD: Playing for 250 services a year does demand a large range of  music, and I am always trying to learn new 
pieces for both services and concerts. But as you learn more, there’s more time spent maintaining repertoire as well 
as adding more pieces. So many individual pieces of  music, particularly those by Bach, are a lifetime’s journey in 
themselves – it’s always possible to improve somehow on the previous performance, I hope.

(OS) What have you enjoyed about being an organ scholar?
FC: When I applied to Hereford, I was delighted by the breadth of  roles I would be taking on as their organ scholar. 
In addition to playing at a number of  cathedral services each week, I accompany the Hereford Cathedral Voluntary 
Choir and sing in Hereford Choral Society as well as the Three Choirs Festival Chorus. It has also been inspiring to 
see how Geraint and Peter carry out their duties, in particular during rehearsals for cathedral choir performances of  
Bach’s Christmas Oratorio and St John Passion earlier this year. At Hereford the organ scholar is fortunate to share 
fabulous accommodation with the choral scholars, with whom I have made great friends.

(OS) What are your plans after Hereford Cathedral?
FC: Next academic year I will be matriculating at Merton College, Oxford to read music as one of  their organ 
scholars. After that I’m not sure, although should I want to become a cathedral organist I cannot think of  better 
training than I have received at Hereford. As organ scholar here one learns to manage their time effectively, meet 
deadlines, and consistently perform to a high standard; I hope these skills will hold me in good stead for any future 
career in music.

When you’re not working, how do you spend your time?
GB: gardening; spending time with my wife, family and friends; rail travel (a recent highlight, before COVID, was 
travelling to Istanbul and back); walking.

PD: I find it’s important to get outside, and, whenever possible, go walking. Beautiful and varied hills surround 
Hereford and the Welsh border area is just amazing. I’m also enjoying learning Portuguese on Duolingo.

FC: We are fortunate at Hereford to have some stunning countryside on our doorstep; going for a walk can be very 
refreshing after a busy week of  music-making. My favourite spot is the Malvern Hills (40 minutes by train), or a 6km 
run along the River Wye. Should I be free in the evenings I’ll hang out with the choral scholars, perhaps over a game 
of  football or a pint in town.

If  there was one piece of  advice you could give to an aspiring organist, what would it be?
GB: Never give up! In both choir-training and playing the organ, quiet persistence, coupled with an uncompromising 
sense of  the standard you are aiming at, can get you a long way.

PD: ‘Take your ears off and put them down the building.’ This applies not only to how you play repertoire (hear it 
from the listener’s point of  view), but more generally, think about how you come across to those you meet in church 
and those who hear you play. Are you helping them to share your love of  the music you’re playing, or are they having 
to do all the work? 

What do you look for in an organ scholar? 
GB: Someone with a sense of  humour and keen sense of  the ridiculous who will benefit from and enjoy a year 
of  total immersion in the life of  a cathedral music department. We’re thrilled at how many of  our former organ 
scholars have gone into the profession.

PD: It’s more than simply the ability to play complicated pieces, of  course. Working in a cathedral means there’s 
a lot of  music to learn and any scholar has to be able to learn reasonably efficiently, using time in practice wisely. I 
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would say that an ability to be open to ideas and potential surprises is important. Being a music scholar is often a 
first taste of  what it’s like to be in a job, and all jobs are hard work – but there are not that many jobs where you can 
get to play the organ too!

Geraint Bowen
Geraint Bowen was born in London and received his early musical education as a chorister at Hampstead Parish Church under 
Martindale Sidwell. He studied the organ with Christopher Herrick, John Scott and Sir Stephen Cleobury and was organ scholar at 
Jesus College, Cambridge, following which he held assistant organist posts at St Patrick’s Cathedral, Dublin and Hereford Cathedral. 
From 1995 to 2001 he was organist and master of  the choristers at St Davids Cathedral, Pembrokeshire, and artistic director of  the 
St Davids Cathedral Festival.

In 2001 he took up the posts of  organist and director of  music at Hereford Cathedral, conductor of  Hereford Choral Society and 
artistic director of  the Hereford Three Choirs Festival. Work with the cathedral choir has included several CD recordings including discs 
of  works by Byrd and Howells, a tour of  South Africa and six tours of  the USA, performances of  Bach’s Passions and Christmas 
Oratorio, and two liturgical cycles of  Haydn’s last six masses. Broadcasts have included Choral Evensong for Ash Wednesday on Radio 
3, including Allegri’s Miserere, and the cathedral’s Easter Day Eucharist on BBC One.

In July 2022 he will direct his seventh Three Choirs Festival at Hereford. At the Three Choirs he has commissioned works by Sir 
Richard Rodney Bennett, Kerensa Briggs, Bob Chilcott, Sir James MacMillan, John McCabe, Anthony Powers and Dobrinka 
Tabakova, and has worked with the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra, the CBSO, Florilegium, the Philharmonia Orchestra, and the 
RPO. A highlight of  the 300th anniversary festival at Hereford in 2015 was a performance of  Bach’s St Matthew Passion with the 
Three Cathedral Choirs and the Orchestra of  the Age of  Enlightenment, which was later broadcast on Radio 3.

Peter Dyke
Peter Dyke has been assistant director of  music at Hereford Cathedral since 1998, having previously held posts at Newport and St 
Albans cathedrals. He was an early organ scholar of  Robinson College, Cambridge, and gained his FRCO in 1987. As well as 
providing organ accompaniment at up to seven services a week at Hereford, he has played for frequent broadcasts, recordings, and 
overseas tours. He founded and continues to direct the cathedral’s voluntary choir, which has made five tours of  its own to Germany, and 
encourages new and accessible choral compositions through its competition workshops.

He is in demand as a recitalist, both at Hereford, across the UK and on the European continent; in March 2022 he performed Book 
2 of  the Well-Tempered Clavier in a series of  piano recitals. He helped found two training schemes for training of  organists, and has 
introduced the organ to hundreds of  school children through performances of  his transcription of  Prokofiev’s Peter and the Wolf.

François Cloete
François Cloete grew up on Guernsey, Channel Islands before attending Wells Cathedral School as a specialist musician. During this 
time François was junior organ scholar at Wells Cathedral and studied with the director of  music, Jeremy Cole (Hereford organ scholar 
2009–10). At the age of  19 François received his FRCO diploma, winning three prizes for highest marks in performance, paperwork, 
and the whole examination. François studies organ repertoire privately with Daniel Moult.
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In Memoriam: 
Dr. Francis Jackson, CBE (1917—2022)

by Alan Baber

On 10th January 2022, the organ world lost one of  its most legendary and distinguished figures with the death 
of  Dr. Francis Jackson, CBE, Organist Emeritus of  York Minster, at the quite extraordinary age of  104, after a 
musical career spanning 11 decades, and a virtually life-long association with York Minster as boy chorister, Assistant 
Organist, Organist and Master of  the Choristers and, latterly, Organist Emeritus. 

For so many, Francis was, quite simply, the doyen of  cathedral organists; someone who influenced and inspired 
generations of  choristers and organists, not just at York Minster by any means, but much further afield. Through his 
long and distinguished association with the Minster, he gained international recognition as organist, choral director 
and composer. 

Francis Alan Jackson was born in Malton, North Yorkshire on 2nd October 1917. His mother was a gifted amateur 
pianist, and he began having piano lessons at a young age and singing in his parish church choir. In 1929, when 
he was 11, he came to the notice of  the then Organist of  York Minster, Sir Edward Bairstow. He was invited for 
an audition and admitted to the Minster choir. At the same time, Francis began to have organ lessons from Dr. 
Bairstow, and would continue to do so for the next 10 years or so. Every day he travelled to and from York by train. 
Dr. Bairstow would become a great influence upon his early musical career. 

He left the Minster choir when his voice broke, and at the age of  16 he became a church organist in Malton, at St. 
Michael’s Parish Church and one other church. He continued to travel to York regularly in order to have organ 
lessons from Dr. Bairstow; he would also play for services in the Minster. Under Dr. Bairstow’s tutelage he gained his 
FRCO and his BMus degree from Durham University in 1937. In 1957, he was awarded his DMus from Durham. 

In 1939, the Second World War broke out, and the following year, Francis’s musical career was unavoidably 
interrupted when he was called up for military service. He was conscripted into the army (the 9th Lancers) and was 
posted to North Africa and Italy. However, this did not prevent him completely from pursuing his musical interests! 
He took up the saxophone and developed what would become a life-long love of  big band music. He also found 
time to compose his first published organ piece: the “Impromptu for Sir Edward Bairstow”, which dates from 1944. 
He wrote it as a 70th birthday present for Sir Edward, and succeeded in posting it to him in time for his birthday. 

In 1946 Francis returned to civilian life, and was appointed Assistant Organist of  York Minster. Not very long 
after, Sir Edward died, and he was subsequently appointed Organist and Master of  the Choristers. He officially 
commenced in October 1946. As an organist, there was, literally, nothing that he couldn’t play! He especially 
enjoyed playing the music of  Marcel Dupré, Widor’s successor as Organist of  S. Sulpice Church, Paris. 

In 1961, the Duke of  Kent married Katharine Worsley in the Minster (the first royal wedding to take place there for 
more than 600 years!), and the couple consulted Francis, regarding the choice of  music for their wedding service. 
They wanted to choose something quite different from most other couples. It was Francis who suggested the now-
famous “Toccata” from Organ Symphonie No. 5 by Charles-Marie Widor. The rest is history!!

Not only was Francis one of  the greatest organists of  his generation, he was also a prolific composer. He wrote music 
in many different forms, but he is best known for his choral and organ works. He therefore has to be regarded as one 
of  the most important composers of  choral and organ music the UK has ever produced. The York Minster website 
(www.yorkminster.org) has a download, detailing all of  Francis’s compositions, and is worth looking at. His output 
included six organ sonatas; his best-known service settings are the “Jackson in G” Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis. 
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He was still composing well past the age of  100! Furthermore, I have been reliably informed that there are at least 
six as yet unpublished organ pieces by him! The true extent of  his remarkable musical legacy is therefore yet to be 
fully ascertained.

Francis retired from his post at York Minster on his 65th birthday in October 1982 and was created Organist 
Emeritus. He was also awarded an honorary DMus from the University of  York and was made a member of  the 
Order of  St. William of  York as a personal gift from the then Archbishop, Stuart (later Lord) Blanch. In 1978 Francis 
was appointed OBE for his services to music; this was advanced to CBE in 2007, the year of  his 90th birthday. 

For more than 30 years after retiring from York Minster, he continued to pursue a very busy and active freelance 
career as a recitalist and composer, as well as making recordings. It was very well-known that Francis continued 
to play organ recitals well past the age of  90. He also continued to perform in the annual series of  summer organ 
recitals at York Minster. He finally retired from recital performances in October 2012 at the age of  95. It really is 
most amazing that he was able to carry on for quite as many years as he did…….and LONG AFTER most people 
would have stopped playing! 

Francis Jackson was charming, delightful, charismatic and possessed a very dry sense of  humour. He was married to 
his wife Priscilla (née) Proctor for more than 60 years. They had known each other since the 1930s and were married 
on All Saints’ Day 1950. They had three children: Alice, William and Edward, who survive him. Francis dedicated 
an organ piece each to his wife and children. His wife Priscilla pre-deceased him in 2013.

That Francis Jackson was one of  the greatest cathedral organists the UK has ever known cannot possibly be called 
into question. He has greatly enriched the musical history of  York Minster and has, in a sense, become part of  the 
Minster’s very fabric. Moreover, he vastly contributed to the musical life of  the Diocese of  York, as well as to the 
much wider world of  church music. It was a great privilege to have met him a number of  times and to have heard 
him play several recitals after I moved up north to Hull in July 2005. 

It has been a real privilege to write this tribute to Francis. My thoughts go out to his family and close friends. May 
he Rest In Peace.

Alan Baber. 13th March 2022.

Alan Baber was originally born in London and lived in the south-east of  England until moving to Hull in 2005. He was educated at 
Christ’s Hospital, Horsham and read Modern Languages at Leicester University. He has always enjoyed choral singing and organ music. 
He is currently a member of  the choir of  Hull Minster and is also a member of  the Friends of  York Minster.
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Exams Advice
By Jonathan Kingston

Regarding repertoire & syllabus lists, does it matter which combination of  pieces I choose?
As long as pieces are chosen within list requirements, for graded exams, usually, the answer is no. Diploma level 
programmes may differ. Thinking as a teacher, I would encourage choosing pieces which demonstrates a candidate’s 
versatility while as an examiner it is often a bonus to hear less familiar repertoire when some of  the more ‘obvious’ 
choices are substituted. The majority of  exam boards at graded level will therefore not assess a candidate’s 
combination of  pieces. Each one will be marked on its own merits. 

How do I cope with those all too familiar exam nerves under exam conditions? 
‘An amateur practises until they can play everything right, while a professional practises until they can’t do anything 
wrong.’ Well….easier said than done!! Familiarity with the music, the chance to perform in public within informal 
settings as well as in a variety of  more formal situations and thorough familiarity with the organ to be used are all 
serious considerations. Teachers will provide excellent advice surrounding specific practice techniques to master 
those really tricky passages, however being comfortable within the environment of  public performance will also 
be so helpful in addressing some areas of  performance anxiety. Informal concerts, a recital reserved for just family 
and friends, voluntaries before the service or during communion where there will be some background noise and 
movement – all those situations can be helpful in building resilience. Also look out for ‘Student organist days’ too. 

When taking an organ exam, is the choice of  instrument important?
Yes. A reliable instrument will surely add to a performer’s sense of  satisfaction while an instrument in poor condition 
will seemingly punish you at every turn. As technical challenges of  repertoire increase, choosing an instrument 
which has the palette to cope with registration demands is an important consideration. Examiners will be aware that 
some stop selections will be editorial or advisory, however enough tonal contrast as well as a semblance of  balance is 
vital in forming a pathway to success where higher marks are desired. Something often out of  the hands (and feet!) 
of  the performing organist surrounds how strongly the organ stands in tune. Candidates won’t be penalised for an 
out of  tune combination of  stops however considering that all important feeling of  musical satisfaction once again, 
the result will be far more engaging if  ranks chosen are standing strongly in tune.  

Would I be penalised for having someone act as a page turner or registrant?
Another case of  check your syllabus carefully. Most if  not all of  the major examination boards will accept a page 
turner without issue, though asking a registrant to change stop combinations is a rather different matter. Some 
syllabus requirements may include registration changes under the general heading of   ‘instrumental management’ 
and therefore expect candidates themselves to be in control of  this aspect. Therefore, it would be wise to check 
before assumptions are made. 

It’s quite unusual to have an organ at an exam centre. Do I have to find somewhere to host me?
Yes. As the choice and specification of  instrument may have such an important bearing on how your repertoire 
sounds, it is always helpful to do a bit of  ground work first. Large towns and cities will often host several exam 
sessions a year with the majority of  exam boards represented. Have a look on the NPOR for suitable instruments 
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before making enquiries if  it’s clear your usual practice organ cannot be visited by an examiner for some reason. 

I’m a competent pianist do I need to start at grade 1 on the organ?
Not at all. It is only relatively recently that exam boards have offered organ grades from Grade One. This allows 
beginners to come to the instrument earlier than would have been the case previously where it was assumed (or 
decreed!) that piano skills to around Grade4/5 were necessary before transitioning to the organ or learning it 
alongside the piano. My advice would be to consult an exam board’s repertoire lists in order to gauge what is 
technically comfortable as a good benchmark. Teachers will have excellent strategies in building coordination between 
hands and feet though it should be remembered that reading three staves rather than two is also an additional early 
challenge. Later grades which can require a transposition element in some cases should also allow for plenty of  
practice time as this skill is often assumed for more advanced organists, while not necessarily being part of  a pianist’s 
portfolio.  

Jonathan Kingston is a teacher, musical director, consultant, organist and examiner. He has musical links with the Cathedrals of  
Liverpool, Bradford and Ely, latterly as Director of  Music at The King’s School. He is a recording artist on the Priory and Naxos labels 
and is President of  the Northampton & District Organists’ Association.
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A Day in the Life of a Cathedral 
Organist and Master of Choristers

by Elizabeth Stratford, Arundel Cathedral

When I step into Arundel Cathedral I still feel so fortunate to work in such an incredible building.  Light and 
airy, the acoustics are incredible and I am so lucky to have all that I do around me – the Hill organ with its many 
varied colours, the choir and assistant organists, and the clergy and congregations who are so positive for the music 
produced in this wonderful space. 

My day usually begins with a brief  check of  phone to ensure nothing urgent has arisen overnight then a dog walk.  
My Labrador is 3 and likes nothing better than bouncing across the beach or playing in the garden which is a good 
start to any day!  After some fresh air, she sleeps and I generally have administrative matters to attend to relating to 
the choristers.  We don’t have a choir school so the choristers are drawn from a number of  local schools across the 
private and state/voluntary aided sectors which has its benefits and disadvantages – it’s pretty much unheard of, for 
example, to lose my entire top line to school sports day or prizegiving but it means that school holidays all happen at 
slightly different times which can be interesting when juggling Easter services (the choir here don’t have a break before 
Easter like a lot of  cathedrals, instead singing all the way through Lent and Holy Week before stopping).  Sometimes 
the choristers are taken out of  their respective schools for extraordinary services for the Duke of  Norfolk’s family or 

senior clergy but generally I don’t see them during the school 
day, rehearsing instead in the evenings and at weekends.  In 
addition to chorister matters, I generally have applications for 
grants to support our music foundation to grapple with, voice 
trials or school visits to arrange or attend, fundraising needs 
to consider, preparing publicity or marketing materials or 
overseeing media presence on our website and social media 
accounts.  There may also be meetings with the Dean, our 
choral scholars (who come from the University of  Chichester) 
or the three assistant organists.  On Sundays the beach walk 
has to wait for the afternoon and I put out the music we 
will sing that day before starting rehearsal and then leading 
the choir through High Mass at 11.15am.  Our repertoire 
is tremendously varied and incorporates chant through to 
present day composers such as Neil Cox, Jonathan Dove, 
Simon Lindley, Philip Wilby and others with everything in 
between.  The choir appreciate a broad range of  repertoire 
with some really enjoying Renaissance polyphony and others 

feeling more at home with Bach and Handel.  The choristers continue to surprise me with their likes and dislikes but 
there are some firm favourites – Bob Chilcott is quite popular along with John Rutter, but they also loved relearning 
John Ireland’s Greater love for Maundy Thursday this year.

After lunch on weekdays I work on music – sometimes this is looking over accompaniments for rehearsals but 
also includes marking up scores and organ practice in the Cathedral.  The choristers are leading our responsorial 
psalms this term and I record these so they have something to work with when they are not working with me in their 
chorister prep sessions or lessons.  Music lists are prepared just before the new term starts so that everyone knows 
which repertoire we will be working on.  I also have an assortment of  other administrative tasks to do which might 
include marking the choristers’ theory books, ordering music we might need, sending out CD orders, replying to 
correspondence, dealing with enquiries for visiting choirs or organists who want to come and play, preparing or 
addressing budgets or talks, concert administration and more.
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Immediately before choir rehearsal I see some of  the choristers for singing or piano lessons and we work on a wide 
range of  music from Arcadelt to Abba!  Choristers work for examinations with ABRSM, Trinity and The Guild of  
Church Musicians, so there is a good mix of  ancient and modern music to explore and lots to learn.  Chorister prep 
can also involve looking at solos for a particular liturgy or simply helping a probationer feel more confident with 
navigating music or languages.  The youngest chorister is 6 and the oldest choir member probably wouldn’t be too 
pleased if  I revealed her age but we welcome members of  all ages following audition.  It isn’t necessary to read music 
but a sense of  humour and musical potential are vital for any choir hopefuls.

Since the advent of  COVID 19, choir 
rehearsals are tiered to overlap with the 
probationers arriving first for 45 minutes, 
followed by the intermediate choristers, 
then the seniors, choral scholars and 
adults arrive.  Each group warms up 
physically and vocally with stretches, 
scales and alliterative ditties before 
looking at repertoire. The intermediate 
choristers act as “choir siblings” for the 
probationers and point to help them 
navigate the music.  The entire choir 
rehearse together for around 45 minutes 
before probationers and intermediates 
go home with seniors and adults 
continuing for a further hour.  Before the pandemic, rehearsals were split across weekdays and would conclude with 
a sung act of  Compline in the Cathedral – a great way for the choristers to work on their psalm singing and many 
opportunities for each chorister to take on introductory solo work by leading their peers in one of  the intonations for 
each response.  We hope to return to this pattern soon.

After speaking with parents and choir members, putting away music, a quick office tidy and checking the Cathedral 
and Song School are locked, I head home and take the dog out for a brief  walk before answering emails, making 
notes on our rehearsal and finally settling down for the night.  It can be difficult to wind down from the working 
day, particularly in term time, and I find walking helps (even if  it’s just down the road and back again).  When the 
choir are on holiday I enjoy longer walks, photography, baking and a trip to the opera.  I used to love going to hear 
Evensong at Chichester Cathedral in my early days here but the job has grown significantly since then so it’s a rare 
treat to make it to another cathedral to hear Evensong which is still really special to me.  When it is term time, I try 
to listen to the Radio 3 Choral Evensong broadcasts or other music to relax.  I feel so privileged and fortunate to be 
in the role I am at Arundel and am excited to see what the future will bring.

In October 2002 at the age of  23, Elizabeth was appointed Organist and Master of  the Choristers at Arundel Cathedral, West Sussex. 
As such she is the first female to hold this level of  position in the UK and also the youngest Cathedral organist in Britain appointed 
to date. Following her appointment she created places for 20 choristers in the Cathedral choir and has concentrated on developing the 
choir’s repertoire, membership and musicianship. Between 2004 and 2006 she oversaw the rebuilding of  the Cathedral’s historic Hill 
organ by David Wells Organ Builders. Elizabeth is a member of  the board of  CHIME (Churches Initiative in Music Education) and 
the committee of  the Conference of  Catholic Directors of  Music and pursues a busy teaching and solo career alongside her Cathedral 
commitments. In November 

2005 she was admitted to Fellowship of  the Guild of  Church Musicians following examination and was admitted to the Fellowship of  
the Faculty of  Church Music Honoris causa in 2009. 

(source: www.elizabethstratford.com) 
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PipeUp is the brainchild of  Robert Fielding, who worked as Church Music Adviser to Diocese of  Salisbury from 2005 to 2015. 
Recognising that many church organists were approaching retirement, he decided to try to attract children to learn the organ, no easy task 
in an increasingly secular society and with so many competing attractions. Robert decided that the best starting point would be to invite 
young people to come to local churches with their parents to hear the organ, and try playing it too if  they had any keyboard experience. The 
incentive to come along was a simple one – namely to provide free Pizzas – and it worked!

Since its creation PipeUp has inspired countless young organists not least through its cathedral workshop sessions. 
The most recent one was held in February at Salisbury to great success. 

Finn: This was my first visit to Salisbury Cathedral, which is an amazing building, 
and my first Pipe Up organ recital. I felt very privileged to play the cathedral’s 
organ, and it was quite nerve-racking. Before I began, I was introduced to some 
of  the organ’s features, and given help to choose suitable sounds for my piece 
of  music. Playing this organ, I was aware of  people throughout the cathedral 
listening, which was like nothing I had experienced before – thank you Pipe Up!  

Harry: It was amazing to have the chance to play on an organ as large as 
the one at Salisbury Cathedral. Playing on an organ with four manuals and so 
many stops was an interesting challenge. Performing last out of  everybody was a 
difficult thing to do, it made me quite nervous, but I managed to play my piece 
confidently. It was interesting to listen to other young organists play, having only 
learnt myself  for six months, and get an idea of  where I might be if  I continue 
to learn and progress. One thing that interested me was that although I used the 
pedals, very few pieces did. Overall, I enjoyed the experience and am already 
looking forward to next year!

James: On the 19th of  February, I attended the organ pipe up event at Salisbury Cathedral. There were many 
young organ scholars of  different ages and different abilities. We were welcomed by David Halls and he asked us all 
to play a piece of  music of  our choice, when it came to my turn I played “Praeludium et Fuga ex B-Dur” by Simon. I 
felt very proud of  myself  when playing, as young people such as myself  don’t often get to play on a Cathedral organ. 
I appreciated the support I got from the day and I hope my confidence will grow in playing the Organ.

PipeUp @ Salisbury Cathedral
Another successful PipeUp was recently held in Salisbury 

Cathedral. Here are a few words about the event from some 
aspiring organists!                                                                                                  

PipeUp Devon    
 

Learn to play the King of Instruments 
 
 

PipeUp Devon is the Diocese of Exeter’s 
Young Organists’ Training Scheme. 

 
It offers students throughout Devon subsidised tuition 

from experienced professional tutors. 
 

The scheme offers young people aged 11-18: 
♫♫ the opportunity to transfer your existing keyboard skills to a second 

and exciting new instrument.  
(Students should already be playing the piano, ideally to Grade 5 standard.) 
♫♫ the opportunity to offer your skills to your local church and 

contribute further to your community. 
 

For further information contact the PipeUp Administrator, 
Mark Perry: pipeupdevon@exeter.anglican.org  07947 694903 

 

or visit the Diocese of Exeter website:  
www.exeter.anglican.org/resources/worship/pipeup-devon 
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It’s a cold, dark evening in November 2010 when I receive a call.  The voice of the Director of Music at St John’s, 
Devizes is on the other end of the phone, informing me that he will be stepping down several weeks into the new 
year.  With a full-time teaching job at a local boarding school, already demanding a six-day working week with long 
days and many evenings per year, I begin to imagine whether it is possible to fit a Friday practice and two Sunday 
services into my schedule, along with all the planning and preparation that goes with it.  After a chance meeting 
with a member of the choir at the Salisbury Cathedral Advent Carol Service, urging me to give the post serious 
consideration, a few days later, another trusted colleague and singing teacher hears of the opportunity, stops me in 
a corridor and exclaims, “Oh Chris, you must!”  The rest, as they say, is history.

Enter the new year and my predecessor’s 
farewell service, where I found myself 
accompanying on the organ.  It came several 
weeks earlier than I was anticipating, and 
I found myself suddenly thrust into my 
new role with a Friday evening practice 
on 28th January 2011 to a warm welcome 
from around 12 children and 12 adults.  
The first term was spent getting to know 
the choir and their capabilities, along with 
discovering those whose attendance was 
more regular and reliable than others.   I 

am not going to lie here: the number of Cadbury’s Creme Eggs I gave to the children at the end of my first term in 
post reflected their attendance, ranging from four for a near-perfect record, down to one for a poor one.  Over the 
following few weeks, I had various conversations with three sets of parents, asking them whether they thought their 
children’s poor attendance records meant that being in the choir was the right activity for them and, over the course 
of the first year, three children fell by the wayside.  A big loss, one might say, but I believed in my plans to find the 
children for whom this was an opportunity to be grasped with both hands and to mean something, not only as they 
grew up, but for their futures too.

In the autumn, the Devizes Eisteddfod – a wonderful music and arts festival for young people in the community – 
proved a wonderful advertising opportunity and, in January 2012, a ‘Taster Afternoon’ event brought in five new 
faces, representing four different schools.  Over the course of the next year, siblings followed, as did friends, the 
reputation of the choir built up thanks to some quality performances at key moments of the year such as the Mayor’s 
Inauguration Service, Remembrance and Christmas, as the best super-spreader of news – namely, word-of-mouth – 
began to work its magic.  Before long, the choir stalls were full to overflowing, with 20 children on the front row, and 
a small number of parents also joining the back benches, affording us the chance to book our first ‘away’ visit to sing 
Evensong in Salisbury Cathedral on Easter Tuesday 2013, which was a real milestone and an opportune moment to 
‘raise the roof’ in celebration of the resurrection.

Over the next two years, visits to the major buildings of Great Malvern, Wells and Winchester followed, as did 
the recording of a CD of music for Lent and Passiontide, which was another significant goal achieved, requiring 
significant discipline and attention to detail.  Then came our first major tour involving an overnight stay, as we 
headed to Cornwall for a long weekend in July 2015.  After a Friday night concert in the wonderful acoustics of St 
Mary’s, Penzance, we enjoyed a day off on the beach at Marazion and a trip to Land’s End for fish and chips on 
the Saturday, before an early rise on the Sunday morning to travel to Truro and sing at the day’s two services in the 
cathedral.

The numbers in the choir kept growing over the following two years as we continued to lead our weekly round 

Life as a Parish Director of Music
Chris Totney reflects on a decade in Devizes
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of services in Devizes, as well as heading to Chichester, Gloucester, Coventry and, unforgettably, St Paul’s for 
various ‘away days’.  One other stand-out memory during this period was the bizarre experience of our second CD 
recording, which consisted entirely of Christmas carols, but which was recorded on a blazing hot Sunday afternoon 
in June 2016!  It was also around this time when we began entering the children in the choir for their diocesan choral 
awards.  A healthy crop of them went for their Dean’s and Bishop’s ribbons in successive years, and it was not long 
before the younger members considered these awards to be highly sought-after, producing a domino effect, with the 
choir accumulating over 40 such awards between 2016 and 2021, and several Gold awards achieved in the end.

And so to the greatest project of them all.  Knowing full well that our diocese had a link with Latvia and that our 
Rector was the lead priest of the partnership, talk had been in the air for a long time as to whether it might be 
possible to get the choir out there.  In the summer of 2018, following a marathon year of fundraising events, it finally 
happened.  After various cake sales, a hymnathon, some song recitals, a talent show, an organ recital, a swimathon 
and a showpiece event – namely, a Grand Concert in memory of two stalwarts of music-making involving young 
people in Wiltshire over the years – the choir raised a magnificent £17,000 ( just over half of the money required) 
for the trip.  Flying out to sing a service at a partner church in the beautiful town of Cesis, along with a concert at 
the famous Riga Cathedral, interspersed with a day off at the picturesque Gauja National Park, it really was an 
experience that will live long in the memory.

What could possibly top that?  Well, another cathedral ‘ticked off’ – this time Hereford, arguably one of the best in 
terms of acoustics, and a particularly special one for me, hailing as I do from Stourbridge, since Hereford was always 
‘at the end of the line’ – along with a return trip to St Paul’s.  The following summer, in 2019, an unusual occurrence 
took place, in that the choir headed to sing a weekend’s worth of services at Bath Abbey without me, while I attended 
the birth of my daughter!  Fortunately, we had planned for this eventuality in advance, courtesy of our good friend 
John Challenger’s availability, so he ably guest-conducted the choir for the weekend, as my daughter had arrived – 
on her due date – less than 24 hours beforehand!

For my sins (in terms of forthcoming sleepless nights), perhaps rather foolishly, I had agreed for the BBC to come to 
town just four weeks later for a live broadcast of Sunday Worship on Radio 4, to mark the end of the Creationtide 
season.  Bishop Nicholas Holtam was the church’s lead Bishop on the environment at the time, so the BBC had 
requested for him to preach the sermon.  They were also adamant that the service should take place in a parish 
church rather than the diocesan cathedral, so we were delighted to be chosen.

And suddenly to a new decade.  The Second Sunday of Christmas was spent in Bristol Cathedral, my last in a long 
line of trips, brought to an end far too soon as the onset of Coronavirus was beginning to be felt across the world.  
Early on during the first lockdown, with Easter fast approaching, the choir experimented with a virtual recording 
of the first verse of ‘This joyful Eastertide’, which was released to the congregation via the church website, and 
broadcast on local radio on Easter morning, bringing a smile to many people in newly difficult times.  A couple 
more such recordings followed but it was a lot to ask of the children.  The difference between singing into a mobile 
phone at home (hoping one’s parents are not listening) and singing together in church was very keenly felt!  Indeed, 
many of the adults (myself included), when listening back to ourselves before sending off our recordings, could not 
believe how bad we sounded!  As such, despite a couple more attempts, the novelty gradually wore off and attention 
soon switched to social activity.  A Zoom social evening was organised on a fortnightly basis for the children, with 
our Head Chorister at the time displaying incredible creativity by getting everyone to link up their phones to many 
different team games.  I have never learned so many new forms of entertainment in such a short space of time!  The 
adults, meanwhile, met separately for a ‘glass-in-hand’ style chat at similar intervals.

Six months later, when the ‘green light’ was given for singing to resume in a socially-distanced manner, an 
‘experimental choir’ was convened on the last Sunday in August, which just happened to coincide with my daughter’s 
first birthday.  Having been forced to postpone her baptism, the Archdeacon and our Curate jointly presided over 
a lovely thanksgiving ceremony during a moving service, in which choral music was heard echoing around the 
building for the first time in almost half a year.  Choir on Sundays then resumed in two ‘teams’ from September, 
with each team singing on alternate weekends.

The November lockdown forced a temporary cessation of activities but, when the ‘new normal’ resumed again in 
early December, the opportunity to sing some glorious Advent music was taken up in style!  Then came a quite 
remarkable feat – the choir’s first ever video recording, shot with multiple camera angles, thanks to the technical 
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wizardry of our Curate, in a socially-distanced setup which took up half of the church’s footprint.  It was a pre-
recorded festival of Nine Lessons and Carols, released just in time for Christmas.  Incredibly, thanks to the efforts of 
the choir and congregation, who pushed it out all over social media, the service was viewed by over 10,000 people 
in the week between Christmas and new year, bringing plenty of festive cheer as everyone was stuck at home.  It 
was an incredible tribute to the choir’s ability to stay together during the pandemic, as they turned up on the night 
on absolutely no rehearsal at all – just sheer memory recall from Carol Services of previous years – and just ‘went 
for it’ in all-guns-blazing style!

Zoom socials ruled again for the first weeks of 2021 until, happily and with little warning, we were able to convene 
small groups of singers again just as Holy Week was upon us.  The adults of the choir sang Compline outside on Spy 
Wednesday (during which the congregation sang their first hymn for 381 days), and a small group led the Last Hour 
on Good Friday.  From then on, a rota of seven singers at a time took turns until the expected lifting of restrictions.  
However, 24 hours after that time was due to begin, we all know what happened – the move was rescinded and we 
ended up being limited to six adult singers, or all of the children, for what felt like an interminable nine-week period.  
However, we tried to be as creative as possible, sometimes combining the different voice parts, or operating with 
children only or ATB only, in order to maximise the repertoire possibilities.

One of the biggest success stories of the pandemic from our 
choir’s point of view was the rise of our very own Anna 
Hallett at the organ bench.  Anna’s practice organ was 
certainly put through its paces during the lockdowns!  As a 
result, the impact on her progress was minimal, other than 
the slight delay to her Grade 8 exam, but which, in the end, 
she passed with a well and truly justified distinction.  Not 
only did she fail to let the effects of the pandemic interfere 
with her progress, she also contributed many wonderful 
voluntaries to our online services.  We are indebted to the 
Diocese of Salisbury’s PipeUp Scheme for young organists, 
and the RSCM Pipeline Scholarship scheme, both of which 
supported her on her journey, and both of which helped 
enable her learning to continue during what was certainly a 
very challenging period.

And then came my departure day – 25th July 2021 – the first 
time the full choir had sung together in a Sunday service 
since 15th March 2020.  It was a wonderfully moving act of 
worship, at which the choir, perhaps more symbolically than 
for any other reason, sang Patrick Hadley’s ‘My beloved 

spake’, just as they had done all the way back on 15th March 2020 for the High Sheriff of Wiltshire’s Annual Service.  
Two very special but different services, each with a packed church, separated by 497 days.  Who would have thought 
it all the way back then, when all we were expecting was to be apart for, perhaps, 12 weeks?

All these experiences would simply not have been possible without the incredible support of the clergy, choir members, 
parents, friends and wider supporters from the congregation.  Whilst I have focused on the memories of many ‘away 
days’ in this article, the reality is that none of this could have happened had it not been for the week in, week out 
privilege of serving God every Sunday morning in true ‘bread and butter’ style.  And it is just that – a privilege, as 
well as a pleasure.  We hear all too often that ‘the church is in decline’ but it is a wonderful comfort to know that, as 
the community of St John’s, Devizes, we have done, and everyone still there continues, to ‘do their bit’ to inspire the 
next generation to sing God’s praises – and what an unspeakable joy that has been, is, and always will be.

Chris Totney, May 2022
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Organ Music - An Acquired Taste?
by Vernon Hoyle

I began to compose when I was a child of  nine or ten years, though very little survives of  my earliest attempts 
at composition. These early miniatures were of  a rudimentary nature; I was no prodigy. Of  key significance to 
beginning  my journey as a composer was acquiring the ability to improvise. When I was nine my parents bought 
me a piano and arranged for me to have lessons. From the very beginning, as well as learning how to read music, 
I played ‘by ear’; and in a matter of  a few weeks was harmonising melodies at the keyboard and creating music 
extemporaneously. These skills were not the product of  any tuition; they were entirely self  taught and were the 
fruition of  keen experimentation and a good deal of  practice. As I gained in proficiency as a player, I became 
increasingly expert in keyboard harmony and improvisation. (Of  the sundry skills I have acquired as a musician, 
these have proved to be amongst the most valuable; especially when I taught music in schools and when playing the 
organ in church services.)

While improvisation is vital to my modus operandi as a composer, it is far from being the whole process. Essential 
elements of  a new composition will often occur to me spontaneously when I am making absolutely no effort to 
compose: when I am engaged in some mentally undemanding task or when my conscious mind is ‘in neutral’. Also, 
occasionally, I will compose a complete piece in my head while out walking. For example, in the autumn of  2017 I 
composed the whole of  my Trumpet Minuet for organ while walking the lanes of  Weardale with Phoebe, the first of  
our two Border terriers.  For me there is no more effective stimulus to composition than walking a dog in beautiful 
countryside!

Given that I am a composer and have played the organ for almost sixty years, it may be assumed that, over time, I 
must have produced a substantial quantity of  organ music. Surprisingly, this is not the case. Until relatively recently, 
I have had little interest in composing for organ. Moreover, during much of  the time that I have been active in 
church music, I have been far more occupied in directing choirs than in playing the organ. Accordingly, most of  my 
compositions and arrangements are for choirs of  varying standards of  accomplishment. Of  these, the works that 
are published are generally of  a conventional nature; my more technically advanced settings have yet to find favour 
with publishers.

During my time as a music student in the 60s, I composed only four pieces for organ and these are justly consigned to 
oblivion. Following these paltry exercises, the only pieces for solo organ I produced during a period of  nearly forty-
five years were a few unpublished transcriptions of  other composers’ works. Apart from my inauspicious student 
endeavours, it was not until early 2013, when I was commissioned to compose a substantial piece for a recital in 
Doncaster Minster, that I produced an original work for organ. I was asked to compose a work that posed significant 
technical challenges: something that the recitalist could ‘get his teeth into’. I fulfilled this instruction in ample measure 
and the resultant piece, now published, is my Fantasia on ‘Pange lingua’. It is quite a ‘clever’ work. Featuring an 
ancient plainsong melody in a context that fuses ‘modern’ major-minor tonality and the whole-tone scale, it is 
harmonically complex and highly dissonant. While the piece is effective in its way, especially when performed on 
an instrument as magnificent as the famous Schulze in Doncaster Minster, I doubt that many organists will trouble 
to learn it. Whatever its merits, this ‘landmark’ creation of  mine is not easy to play and, like much other organ 
repertoire, is in a style that might be described as ‘an acquired taste’. In contrast, Idyll, a little piece I completed 
shortly afterwards, though quite richly chromatic, is far easier on the ear and is not at all difficult to play. 

I recall, as an organ-mad teenager, enquiring of  a gentleman who was very much my senior and enjoyed classical 
music, what his tastes were in organ music. His astonishing response was that he did not like organ music; he 
considered it ‘too heavy’. I came to realise a while later that this view was quite common but, as a sixteen-year-old, 
I did not understand how any lover of  classical music could fail to be as enthusiastic about organ music as I was. 
Acquiring a taste for some organ repertoire is a process that may take a considerable length of  time and require 
dedicated effort. In his fascinating autobiography, A Blind Musician Looks Back (William Blackwood and Sons Ltd, 
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Organ Music - An Acquired Taste?
by Vernon Hoyle

1936), the celebrated organist and composer Alfred Hollins writes:

… in their choice of  [recital] programmes organists do not sufficiently consider the multitude of  listeners who are 
not used to complicated music and cannot take it in. They play exclusively for the benefit of  other organists.

In the autumn of  2017, having completed three years’ work with Professor Jonathan Wainwright (University of  
York) on Cantica Nova 2, a substantial collection of  previously unpublished psalm chants, and believing that my 
long association with choral music had come to an end, I decided to switch my attention to composing organ music. 
I determined that this would be intelligible to a wide audience, not just to organ aficionados, and would not be 
difficult to play. (My assumption is that if  I can play my music, it will probably be well within the capabilities of  
most organists.) Moreover, I decided that my pieces would be playable on a reasonably well specified organ of  two 
manuals and pedals and, as well as being useful to church organists as voluntaries, would serve as light recital pieces.

It is immensely gratifying that so many organists find my music useful and, apparently, enjoy playing it. There can 
be little doubt, however, that my organ pieces are far too conventional for some tastes: while I hope that they all 
display craftsmanship, from a technical perspective my pieces are not in the least ‘clever’ or ‘cerebral’. However, that 
many organists ‘sugar’ their recital programmes with transcriptions of  light classics and other ‘lollipops’, presumably 
because they sense that a good deal of  standard repertoire can be rather ‘heavy going’ for all but cognoscenti, leads 
me to conclude that there is a definite place in the repertoire for new music of  a more accessible nature. And if  my 
music errs on the side of  the lightweight, I take courage from a comment by John Rutter in the Christmas 2020 issue 
of  the BBC Music Magazine. He says: 

It’s important to be sincere; if  it’s easy to grasp, or if  some people say it is too sugary or sentimental, then tough! 
You have to be true to yourself.

Since, in September 2017, I focussed my attention as a composer on producing organ music, I have composed forty 
pieces for organ. Of  these, twenty-eight are published and another twelve await release (the two pieces published by 
Fagus-Music.com date from 2013).

Vernon Hoyle

Vernon Hoyle: Published Works for Organ

Fagus-Music.com
Fantasia on ”Pange lingua”
Idyll

Banks Music Publications (in order of  publication)*
Réjouissance: a Tuba Tune
A Trumpet Minuet
Festive Postlude on “Mendelssohn”
Prelude on a Traditional Normandy Melody
In Memoriam
Improvisation on “Crimond”
Sortie Héroique
Prelude on a Traditional Polish Carol
Fantasia on the National Anthem
By the Foot of  the Cross
Postlude on “Gelob’t sei Gott”
* Available from the publisher: www.banksmusicpublications.co.uk

Paraclete Press (in order of  publication)†
Six Preludes and Postludes Founded on Hymn Tunes
1. Quem pastores
2. Picardy
3. Gopsal
4. St Clement
5. Helmsley
6. Rockingham
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Ceremonial March: In Terra Pax
A Song of  Hope
In Green Pastures

Six Preludes and Postludes Founded on Hymn Tunes (Second Set)
1. Divinum Mysterium
2. Aus der Tiefe (Heinlein)
3. Eventide
4. Diademata
5. Veni creator Spiritus
6. Easter Hymn

Humoresque
Song without Words

† Available in the UK from Norwich Books and Music:
http://norwichbooksandmusic.hymnsam.co.uk

Organ Works Awaiting Publication

Banks Music Publications
Fantasia on ‘Westminster Abbey’
Improvisation on ‘Bunessan’
Prelude on a French Traditional Carol
Sortie Joyeuse

Paraclete Press
Elegy
Paean

Six Improvisations on Communion Hymn Tunes
1. Tantum ergo (Grafton)
2. Adoro te
3. Hyfrydol
4. Anima Christi
5. St Helen
6. Jesu dulcis

Vernon Hoyle (b. 1948) is a retired teacher of  music and English, resident in Hatfield, near Doncaster. In his 
sundry roles as chorister, organist, choral director, composer, arranger and editor he has been active in church 
music since childhood. As a conductor of  visiting choirs, notably in the 80s and 90s as Musical Director of  the 
Danensian Choir, he has directed the music at services in most of  the Anglican cathedrals in England and at 
other foundations including Llandaff Cathedral, Westminster Abbey, Beverley Minster and St George’s Chapel, 
Windsor Castle. 

His compositions and arrangements, a substantial number of  which are published in the UK and USA, consist 
largely of  sacred choral works, organ music and music for schools. With Professor Jonathan Wainwright (University 
of  York) he is co-editor of  seven published choral collections, including two major collections of  psalm chants, 
Cantica Nova (Kirklees Music 1997) and Cantica Nova 2 (Fagus-Music.com 2017) and a collection of  fifty 
Christmas carols for soprano, alto and men entitled Nowell! Nowell! (Banks Music Publications 2000). Together 
these feature the work of  over 140 contemporary composers from the UK and abroad.

Outside music his interests and activities include the English language, photography, applied psychology, 
criminology, classic motor vehicles, running, dog walking and cycling. 

He is married to Margaret and they have a son, Matthew (b.1992) and a daughter, Alison (b.1995).
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Fact and Fiction: Writing 
“The Organ Loft Murders”

I have long had an ambition to write novels; haven’t we all? Each one of  us is meant to have a book inside us; except 
that for most people it remains there, buried deep underneath all the daily living that often gets in the way of  creative 
endeavour.    

As a career academic, I am used to writing reviews, papers, articles and, in the latter part of  my working life, books, 
in information science. The same applies to my activities as a musician and musicologist, whether it be critiquing 
live or recorded performances, new compositions or editions, as well as writing about music, instruments, and much 
more. 

That output is non-fiction: writing based on fact, rather than imagination, even if  speculation, deduction and opinion 
may be involved in the final publication. Creating a novel is a different story – or is it?

One of  the reasons for retiring from my full-time job as a university vice-chancellor was so that I could devote more 
time to creative pursuits, including ‘having a go’ at writing fiction. It was a slow start: I was productive and creative 
- in finding all manner of  other things to ‘be getting on with’ so I could justify putting off the day when I sat down 
and wrote all the novels I had been yearning to write. 

This went on for several years until I became fed up with telling people that I was ‘writing a novel’. Instead, I 
determined that I would get to the point where I could say with glee that I had written one and published it!

How do you eat an elephant? One slice at a time! I had learned that, to complete any extended and extensive piece 
of  work, it was necessary to chunk it down into manageable portions – or slices – in order to stand any chance of  
success. This piece of  advice is especially valid when it comes to writing books; I remember well how, when I was 
completing my PhD thesis, I would try and write 1,000 words a day before going off to work. It took a long time, but 
I did it! I now had to do the same with my novels.

It was not easy. Then I had a stroke of  luck (or was it fate?). Someone suggested I should try serializing my novels 
on a subscription website. I would get paid according to the number of  people signing up to receive each ‘thrilling 
episode’ of  my stories. I have always responded well to deadlines, and serialization suited me, with the added 
pressure (which I welcomed) of  having paying readers (or so I hoped) hanging on my every word.

I already had a half-written novel on my laptop and had previously begun to serialize it on my creative writing 
website, along with short stories I had produced over several years, including as submissions to various creative 
writing courses. Given that this half-book was an action-adventure based on fifth-century Britain and Gaul at the 
end of  the Western Roman Empire, I thought I should propose a second title – a detective story – in order to ‘hedge 
my bets’ in terms of  getting at least one suggestion accepted. 

To my surprise, both books got the go ahead! There was just one problem: I had to write them. Broken Eagle, the 
historical fiction, had already gone through several drafts – including at least one complete rewrite – so I gradually 
‘issued’ the chapters at regular intervals while starting work on the crime novel. I got the idea to call it A Month of  
Murder.  Set in May 2019, the action takes place over 31 days (though most chapters only cover part of  a day, say 
a morning, an afternoon, or an hour or two. It gave me a simple structure, and I was able to work to that. I added 
‘touches of  realism’, as I saw it, by referring to news items of  the time – an interesting activity in itself: remember 
what was happening three years’ ago? The plot evolved as I went along (though I knew ‘whodunnit’ from the start) 
and I had great fun letting the characters evolve and drive the story, and the subplots – I wanted lots of  red herrings 

By David Baker
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By David Baker

(just like Colin Dexter!). Any resemblance to persons living or dead, was purely coincidental, of  course, though two 
good friends specifically asked to be depicted in the novel. Both seemed pleased with their alter egos. 

It was not all plain sailing with either A Month of  Murder or Broken Eagle. Having a professional mentor through the 
Arvon foundation helped enormously and her ‘one-liners’ enabled me to overcome several blocks and logjams 

to the point where two books were finished and 
published, not just in serial form, but hard copy and 
e-book. The final versions were thoroughly revised 
and tightened up (much helped by friends who read 
drafts), with some ‘reverse engineering’ to ensure 
the plots made sense. The experience of  receiving 
my complimentary copies from the publisher was 
awesome – different from the equivalent scenario 
when my textbooks first appear, satisfying though 
that is. 

And so to The Organ Loft Murders. Lots of  books (many 
by ex-police officers, lawyers or forensic scientists) 
have been produced on how to write a crime novel. 
Most, if  not all, stress the need for realism, though 
in the interests of  dramatic tension and reader 
interest, some leeway is essential. When reading 
some of  these texts as ‘homework’ for A Month of  
Murder, I was surprised how critical criminal experts 
are about murder mystery writers (even well-known 
and respected ones like Ian Rankin). Part of  the 
problem, I suspect, is the sophistication of  the 
investigative tools and techniques available to the 
police and how that might get in the way of  drama 
and dramatic tension. 

Though there were Criminal Investigation 
Departments (CIDs) by the 1860s in England, 
their approach to serious crime was rudimentary in 

comparison to 21st century policing: no DNA, no databases, no fingerprints; nothing like that. It occurred to me 
that my life would be made easier as a crime writer if  I set my stories in the Victorian period, at least in terms of  the 
authenticity of  the investigative process. On the other hand, I would have to strive for a different kind of  authenticity 
as I attempted to depict life in the 1870s. 

‘Write about what you know’ is one important piece of  advice to fiction writers. ‘Do your research and then forget 
about it’ is another. A Month of  Murder already had musical and organological references (much of  the novel revolves 
around a redundant chapel) and I am also fascinated by 19th century church and organ music, especially as pertaining 
to one of  my ‘heroes’, Dr John Varley Roberts (1841-1920) [‘JVR’ for short], sometime Organist of  Halifax Parish 
Church and later of  Magdalen College Chapel, where he is said to have presided over one of  the greatest choirs 
in the world. I had been researching organ appointments in later Victorian England and the transition from mixed 
gallery choirs to robed singers in cathedral-like set-ups (see my articles in the latest issue of  the RCO and BIOS 
Journals).

Thus was born the idea for The Organ Loft Murders (TOLM for short). I had great fun writing it and especially 
researching what life was like in Yorkshire in 1879. Unexpectedly, it also helped me with my ‘serious’ work on JVR 
(I am writing a biography of  him – having already edited all his organ music) as it made me put his real life into 
social and cultural context in a way that I would not otherwise have thought to do. TOLM is a work of  pure fiction, 
of  course …                   

I hope you enjoy reading TOLM as much as I did creating it. Watch out for my next crime novel, Murder in Four 
Movements, the next book in my Inspector May murder mystery series. Then back to the 19th century, and possibly 
even the 18th century…
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First Words
Katy Hamilton on the art of writing programme notes

Hello there! I’m Katy, and I’m a writer. But I’m not that kind 
of  writer – the kind who sits at their desk, gazing wistfully 
at a glorious sunset over the open fields and sketching out 
their fourth novel with a fountain pen in a vastly expensive 
leatherbound notebook. The majority of  my writing is not 
to be found in your local library, or Waterstones, or even 
specialist academic bookshops. Because I write things that 
most people read just once, as they settle in their seat before 
the lights dim, and then drop into the recycling bin on the 
way home. Which is to say: I’m a programme note writer.

It doesn’t sound terribly glamorous, does it? But ever since the 
late nineteenth century, programme notes have been crucial 
to the way that we connect with the music that we hear in 
live performance – a chance to say something about what 
you’re going to hear, why a composer wrote it that way, what 
to listen out for… And, crucially for me, it’s an opportunity 
to reflect on the very human effort involved in creating music. 

Composers never work in a vacuum: they react to political events, their own personal circumstances, the skills and 
interests of  their performing colleagues or the demands of  a specific commission or instrument. When I first go 
seeking out information about a new piece, I’m always keen to discover what might have driven the creative process. 
A prince who wanted a string quartet for his dinner party? The death of  an important general? A prestigious 
competition? The arrival of  a brilliant new saxophonist in town? 

And then there’s the question of  whether the reception was a positive one, once the job was done. Unreadable 
manuscripts, drunk conductors, inept violinists and freezing cold concert halls are all factors that can sway an 
audience or a group of  professional critics, however promising a piece may have been. And again, these stories help to 
humanise historical figures, the makers and doers of  these past performances. They help to remind us that historical 
composers were also people, with the same sorts of  daily concerns and practical considerations that musicians have 
to cope with in the twenty-first century. Although it’s fairly unlikely that anyone in 2022 would be given a horse as a 
thank-you present for a new piece. Which is exactly what Beethoven got for writing a set of  variations and dedicating 
it to a military man in Vienna. Apparently he rode the horse a few times and then forgot about it… 

So, unexpected equine gifts aside, where to begin with putting together programme notes? As with all writing, it’s 
about putting yourself  in your reader’s shoes. What would you want to know, if  you were reading about the pieces 
in the concert? I tend to start with basic facts and figures, and then work outwards from there, so the process goes 
something like this:

1. When was it written, premiered and published?

2. Was it revised or changed at any point? And are there letters or diary entries by the composer about the process 
of  creation?

3. What did the critics make of  it, either at the first performance(s) or once the work was published? If  they hated 
it, what was all the fuss about? And did the general public feel the same as the critics? What about the composer’s 
friends?

That should give you a fairly good overview of  how the piece first came into the world. If  the music is not written for 
concert performance but for liturgical use, you may still find publication reviews, and all the other details still apply. 
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Dr. Katy Hamilton is one of  the UK’s most sought-after speakers on music, providing talks for a host of  organisations including the 
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More on where to look for this information in a moment.

Now you’ve got the fine detail, you may find that the bigger picture also helps you to understand what’s going on in 
the piece. For instance: the impact of  war, an oppressive regime or censorship may affect the form of  the piece, its 
title and even how it’s constructed. Is the piece in a wildly popular form for the time? Was it written for a new, or 
highly fashionable instrument – that is, does technology play a role? Does the text have resonance beyond this setting 
– has anyone else set it, and does it have a personal, professional, or even national message? 

Once you’ve dealt with those questions of  context, you’ll probably want to say something about the way the piece 
sounds. Generally, I’d suggest that less is more. The pianist and writer Charles Rosen very memorably described 
bar-by-bar descriptions of  what goes on in a score as being ‘in the style of  a railway timetable’, which is firstly boring 
to read, and secondly absolutely useless if  you’re sitting in the dark and can’t follow along during the performance. 
It also presupposes a very high level of  analytical knowledge (and interest!) in your audience members. Focussing on 
a few key details and things to listen out for is usually much more effective, and also easier to remember in the heat 
of  the performance.

If  you’re going to tell a reliable story, you need reliable resources. Most public libraries have access to Oxford Music 
Online, which pulls together thousands of  articles about composers, performers, instruments and musical terms. 
I usually start by looking up a piece on this website, and then delving into the bibliography to track down more 
information. Editions of  scores can also include useful prefaces, explaining the history of  a given work in detail. And 
of  course, you have the entire internet at your fingertips, so see what you can track down – yes, including Wikipedia, 
provided you can validate the information you find there somewhere else! 

Of  course, chances are you’ll be writing about a whole concert, not just a single piece. And whole concerts are put 
together with great care by performers: the flow from one piece to another, connections between composers across 
time, nationalities, and so on. The notes are an opportunity to tell your audience about this. In fact, they are the 
opportunity to have a quiet interaction with your listeners, before a note has sounded. So set the scene, dim the 
lights… and let the concert begin.
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Programming and Promoting Organ 
Recitals

Simon Williams, Director RCO East, South, and South West

There is much discussion, and indeed activity, around how to 
attract more people to learn the organ, but rather less around 
the equally important question of  how we build and retain 
audiences for our music. Organ concerts which sell out are 
not unknown but, in the UK at least, these are very much 
the exception. There are many variable factors to consider in 
addressing this question and no quick fixes. This short article 
is rather more modest in its scope, looking at what we can do 
to retain those people who already come to organ audiences, 
especially those who have found themselves at one for the first 
time, and is aimed both at those who promote and those who 
play perform (often one and the same!). 

First impressions count. Here we are looking at pre-concert 
publicity and the audience experience as people arrive at the 
venue. To some extent the two are linked. If  the publicity hasn’t 
been good the audience will be small. This is dispiriting for 
both the player and the listener. Don’t we all feel a keener sense 
of  anticipation when taking our seats among a large group 
of  people (recent experiences with Covid-19 notwithstanding) 

than when entering a venue and finding almost no-one else there. It’s a bit like being the only diner in a restaurant. 

These days it is easy and relatively cheap to produce professional looking publicity material, so we need to make 
sure that what we put out looks good, in order to subliminally suggest that the concert itself  with be of  high quality. 
It needs to be ready six to eight weeks ahead of  the concert. There is an increasing trend to rely totally on digital 
marketing, no doubt in order to save time and money and indeed paper but, in my view, this is a mistake. Old-
fashioned printed handbills and posters provide people with something tangible to keep for reference at home and/
or to pass it on to friends and are vital for display at the concert venue.  

In creating marketing material, we need to put ourselves in the mind of  the punter, especially the non-organ specialist, 
of  whom there are many more than there are specialists. What is it about your event that will get them across the 
threshold? Publicity which advertises a string of  pieces and composers a potential audience member may never have 
heard of  (which, let’s face it, can be the case for organ music) won’t by itself  do the trick important though it is to 
have this information available. Digital versions of  the handbill can be used on social media, which can and should 
also be used to build a story around the concert rather than just endlessly repeating the same message of  ‘come to 
this venue at this date and time to hear this player perform the following music’. Is there a story to tell about the 
performer? What is special about the organ (no wind pressures please!) and the programme? What else can you say 
to suggest that people will have a good experience if  they attend? (How to find the venue, assurances of  a warm 
welcome and warm venue, comfortable seating, good view of  the performer,  interval refreshments, availability of  
loos etc.)

Having stimulated people to attend, we should make sure audience members feel welcome on arrival, the outside 
of  the building clearly suggesting that something interesting is going on, with a steward or two at the door before 
the first audience members arrive, to give out programmes, advise on where to sit, point out where the loos are and, 
perhaps most important of  all, smile. Similarly stewards can beneficially engage with audience members as they 
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leave, especially if  a retiring collection is being taken! Thank them for coming; ask them if  they enjoyed the concert; 
encourage them to come again; and learn from any feedback they provide. But in doing all this, we should remember 
that ‘less is often more’, only entering into conversation if  the audience member seems happy to do so.

Those of  us who are organists and actually bother to attend organ concerts often want to go with our partner, friend 
or family member who is not an organ specialist. Do we make sure they are involved in social interaction before 
and after the concert, or do we and our organist colleagues indulge in organ world talk, leaving those with us feeling 
unloved and unwanted? Will they come with us next time? Probably not!

Now we come to the all-important matter of  programming. What is right for an evening concert in a major venue 
probably won’t be right for a bank holiday concert in the same venue. A concert taking place as part of  a festival 
might have a rather more focussed or ‘specialist’ programme than a regular lunchtime concert in a town or city 
church where the audience comprises those who work locally, passing tourists and a number of  regular attenders. A 
fund raising concert will need a different approach again. We might have spent much time learning a large number 
of  works by composer X because the said composer has a special anniversary. After detailed study we have built 
up real enthusiasm for the music but this doesn’t mean that our audience will want to hear more than one or two 
pieces in the concert. One can think of  programming as akin to providing a satisfying meal, one which leaves diners 
satisfied and wanting to return another time, rather than with indigestion.

And what about presentation? Before they hear you, your audience will see you. Should not our attire show respect 
for the audience, suggesting that we have made a bit of  an effort? This does not mean that formal dress is always 
essential, especially in an age where casual clothing has become the norm for many people. The important thing is 
to consider dress in relation to the type of  concert we are giving and not to look as if  we have come straight from 
doing your supermarket shop or watching television at home. The dress code adopted by many performers of  ‘early 
music’—all black, without ties for the men—can look sufficiently formal for an evening concert in the Royal Festival 
Hall, and sufficiently relaxed for a lunchtime concert in a church or school.

Organists are often invisible to their audience, except when acknowledging applause. We can build a bridge with our 
listeners if  we introduce our programme, even if  programme notes are provided. As with dress, we should respect 
our audience. This means preparing what we want to say (which, if  the occasion is right, might well include a small 
amount of  information about how the organ is played), not saying too much, making sure we are audible and giving 
the impression that we are enjoying the occasion and want to perform for the people in front of  us.

There is a lot to think about in promoting and programming organ concerts, but if  we players put ourselves in the 
position of  our audiences, imagining how they will react to each part of  the process, we shouldn’t go too far wrong.
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What got you interested in the organ in the first place?

My mum actually suggested I take it up when I was a teenager - in a typically teenage fashion, I huffed and puffed 
and said ‘don’t be ridiculous’ - I was set on being a professional harpist at that stage and didn’t want any distractions. 
She then mentioned that Oxbridge organ scholars were given grand pianos in their rooms and my ears pricked up - I 
was also a very keen pianist - so I ended up starting organ lessons. I found it really difficult at first, far harder than any 
other instrument I had played, and found it really frustrating that I couldn’t instantly grasp the coordination between 
hands and feet. I think that challenge was part of  what gave me the organ bug - I was determined to conquer it! I 
fell in love with it properly as an organ scholar - I loved being totally immersed in that world, even though I never 
did get that grand piano in my room…! 

What was it like presenting the BBC Proms?

Amazing, surreal, slightly nerve-wracking and a huge honour. It was my first time presenting live TV (or ‘as live’) 
so that made it a little more scary, but it was genuinely a dream come true to be a part of  the presenting line-up. I 
also think it’s so important that an organist is part of  that kind of  thing, helping situate the organ as central to the 
classical music world instead of  on the periphery. 

Are there any composers whose works you find particularly rewarding as a player?

I adore playing Bach - I sometimes feel that I prefer playing it for myself  instead of  playing it in concert - I enjoy 
messing around with it, experimenting and just having fun in a way that can feel a little more risky in a concert 
setting. At the moment I’m really enjoying working closely with contemporary composers on new organ music, and 
I find that really rewarding - not just performing the music but working directly with the composers from inception 
to the finished product. There’s something incredible about watching a piece of  music come to life in front of  your 
eyes! 

What’s the best piece of  advice you’ve ever been given?

Ooo, this is a hard one - there are so many bits of  advice to choose between! I think if  I have to choose just one: 
it’s very rare for absolutely everyone to approve of  what you’re doing and how you’re doing it. I’m a people-pleaser 
and spent a lot of  my early career trying to please everyone but quickly realised that it was a waste of  energy and 
that it ultimately makes you quite unhappy as you’re striving for the impossible. I’ve discovered the importance of  
surrounding yourself  with people who understand your goals and will help you make decisions, but who are also not 
afraid to be honest and tell you if  they disagree with you. 

What single person has had the greatest influence on you as a musician?

I think it has to be my dad…! He lives and breathes music and that’s how the two of  us communicate - we’ll often 
just put some music on and enjoy experiencing it together instead of  talking. He taught me to love a whole range of  
musical genres - film music & crossover as well as core classical - we used to listen to Libera, Vanessa Mae & Aled 
Jones in the car and we would always be singing along! He also passed on his love of  teaching & inspiring young 
people which now permeates everything I do. 

Are there any performers (of  any genre) who you particularly admire, and why?

I adore Nicky Benedetti and all the work she does to inspire the next generation - her joy and enthusiasm just seems 

Q&A with Anna Lapwood
Director of  Music, Pembroke College, Cambridge

Interviewed by Alex Trigg
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Q&A with Anna Lapwood
Director of  Music, Pembroke College, Cambridge

Interviewed by Alex Trigg

to radiate out of  her. I’m also a huge fan of  Melody Gardot - she’s an American jazz singer who turned to music as 
a tool for recovery after a serious bike accident as a teenager. She’s been one of  my favourite artists since I was about 
16, and I love the fact that she turned something so negative into a positive. 

What’s the most moving performance you’ve ever experienced?

I was actually at an incredibly moving performance this week - Voces8 were performing Eric Whitacre’s new piece 
‘The Sacred Veil’, conducted by Eric. The piece was written as a collaboration between Eric and his best friend, 
Charles Antony Silvestri, detailing Charles’ wife’s terminal battle with cancer. It’s an extraordinary work and I don’t 
think there was anyone in the theatre who wasn’t in tears by the end. I think it’s rare to see the reality of  grief  laid 
out in such a stark way. 

What’s your biggest pet peeve in music?

Gatekeeping or any kind of  musical snobbery. There are so many avenues into classical music, often via film/video 
game music & increasingly via social media, and yet there still seems to be a certain snobbery surrounding all these 
things. Anything that gets young people interested and helps them engage with music should be celebrated. 

If  you could choose any composer, dead or alive, to commission an organ solo piece from, whom 
would you choose?

This relates to the last point… I think it would actually be Hans Zimmer. He was my favourite composer growing up 
- I used to sit under the covers at night with my headphones on, transcribing his scores onto manuscript paper bar by 
bar so that I could figure out how they were constructed! I think what he has done for the organ with the Interstellar 
soundtrack is extraordinary, and so I would love to see what he came up with for solo organ. 

What’s your most embarrassing performance story (if  you don’t mind sharing it!)?

I was once playing for a school’s end of  term concert and they were singing the Hallelujah chorus. I was having 
to play quite far ahead because of  where the organ was in the building - the conductor took more time than I was 
expecting over the pause before the final Hallelujah and I crashed in about a beat before everyone else, full organ!! 
Not my finest moment. 

What has been the most difficult/nerve-wracking experience of  your career so far?

I think it was probably preparing for and playing my first Radio 3 recital in November 2020. I nearly didn’t say yes 
to it as the self-doubt part of  my brain kept telling me I was going to crash and burn and it would be a mortifying 
experience. I think it’s the hardest I’ve ever worked preparing for a recital - it was a tough programme, closing with 
the Patrick Gowers Toccata which is a very fun play but not easy! We ended up pre-recording it because I had to do 
the whole thing without a page-turner due to Covid regulations. When I finished recording I was convinced it had 
been a total disaster and that I should just give up trying to be an organist. It was only when I could finally bring 
myself  to listen back the next day that I realised it went really rather well, and that gave me the confidence to take 
on bigger and more high profile concerts.

Do you have any tips for dealing with nerves before or during performance?

I’ve been working with a performance coach for the last couple of  years and she has been amazing at talking this 
through with me - I guess that’s the first thing I would say: if  you suffer from any kind of  performance anxiety then 
have a couple of  sessions with a performance coach! It will really help you unpack the psychology behind the whole 
thing. In the run up to a big performance I will do pre-performance mindfulness exercises before every practice 
session so that it doesn’t feel unusual on the day itself. Breathing is your best friend - I do 6-7-8 breathing before any 
performance or high profile event (in for 6, hold for 7, out for 8). Lastly: talk about your performance anxiety. It’s not 
something to be embarrassed about, and the more we talk about it the easier it is to learn to deal with it. 
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Your debut solo album ‘Images’ has several arrangements on it. Do you particularly enjoy playing 
arrangements, and if  so, why?

Yes! Over the last couple of  years I’ve completely fallen 
in love with orchestral transcriptions. My favourite thing 
about being a harpist was playing in orchestras - I played 
with the National Youth Orchestra for 3 years and adored 
every moment. That’s the thing I miss most about having 
given up the harp - the magical sensation of  playing in an 
orchestra, and the incredible repertoire you get to explore. 
What I don’t miss is the fact that as a harpist you spend 
most of  your time counting bars rest! It has been amazing 
to reconnect with some of  that orchestral music through 
transcriptions, not least because there are no bars rest and 
you get to play all the parts. I’ve had great fun going through 
and adding the harp part into pre-existing transcriptions! 

The organ world can seem quite complicated and 
clandestine to a young student – what advice would 
you give to someone in that position?

Complicated, yes, but it shouldn’t be clandestine! We’re a 
friendly bunch - 9 times out of  10 if  you reach out to an organist and ask to have a chat with them they will happily 
give you advice and might even show you the organ at their place of  work. Attending courses aimed at young 
organists run by the RCO/Oundle for Organists is also a really good way to learn more about the organ world from 
the inside. 

www.annalapwood.co.uk
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BANKS MUSIC PUBLICATIONS 
New & Recent Organ Publications 

May 2022 
 

Gordon Lawson: 
Marches for a Monarch - The Diamond 
Jubilee & The Platinum Jubilee 14127 £6.95 
 
Rhapsody 14122 £4.95 

 
Nigel Holdsworth: 
Pageantry 14128 
£3.95 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Malcolm Riley: 
Suite for Jasper 14114 £9.50 
 
Philip Moore: 
Variations & Fugue on East Acklam 
(from Fanfare for Francis) 14132 £4.95 

 

 

 

 

 

Douglas Mason: 
Scherzo 14105 £4.95 
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ANTONY BALDWIN 
 

 

An Organist’s Scottish Collection 14104 £8.25 
Straightforward arrangements of thirty iconic Scottish melodies: 

 
Contents: 

 

Ae Fond Kiss, An Ataireachd Ard, Annie Laurie, Auld Lang Syne, 
Bonnie Dundee, Bonnie Galloway, Comin’ through the Rye, Dark 
Island, Dream Angus, Eriskay Love Lilt, Fear a’ Bhata, Flower of 

Scotland, Flow Gently Sweet Afton, Gleann Bhaile Chaoil, 
Highland Cathedral, Iona Boat Song, Kelvingrove, Lewis Bridal 

Song, Lewis Folk Melody, Loch Lomond, My Love is like a Red Red 
Rose, The Bays of Harris, The Bluebell of Scotland, The Green Hills 

of Tyrol, The Northern Lights of Old Aberdeen, The Road and 
Miles to Dundee, The Rowan Tree, The Skye Boat Song, Will ye no 

come back again & Ye Banks and Braes  

 
March: The Dambusters & 
The RAF March Past 
14098 £4.95 

Highland Cathedral 
14096 £4.50 

 
 
Variations on Kelvingrove 14088 £5.50 
 

 

Chant donné – en hommage à Jean Gallon (Duruflé) 14087 £3.95 
 

  
Lament for Captain Tom  
                          14116 £3.95 
 

 
            A Garland for Guthlac 
(Flourish, Theme and Versets) 
                                 14124 £4.95  
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VERNON HOYLE 
A Trumpet Minuet 14101 £4.50 

By the Foot of the Cross 14117 £3.95 
Fantasia on the National Anthem 14115 £3.95 
Festive Postlude on Mendelssohn 14103 £4.50 

Improvisation on Crimond 14112 £3.95 
In Memoriam 14111 £3.95 

Postlude on Gelob’t sei Gott 14118 £3.95 
Prelude on a Traditional Normandy Melody (Away in a Manger) 14102 £3.95 
Prelude on a Traditional Polish Carol (Infant holy, Infant lowly) 14123 £4.50 

Rejouissance – A Tuba Tune 14094 £3.95 
Sortie Héroique 14113 £4.50 

 
 

 ANDREW CARTER 

 

14125 £6.95 
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FRANCIS JACKSON 

Five Preludes on English Hymn Tunes 13969 £8.95 
 

St Magnus (Jeremiah Clarke) 
Veni, Sancte Spiritus  

(Samuel Webbe the Elder) 
St Bartholomew (Henry Duncalf) 

East Acklam (Francis Jackson) 
Fantasy on Sine Nomine  
(Ralph Vaughan Williams) 

 
A new typeset edition incorporating a small number 

 of revisions by the composer. 
 

 

Fanfare in B flat & The  
Goss-Radley Fanfare 14110 £6.50 
 

Prelude on an American Folk 
Hymn Lonesome Valley 

14109 £3.95 
 

 
    14126 £3.95 

 

 
 

 
  The Granary, Wath Court, Hovingham, York Y062 4NN 
  T: 01653 628545 E: info@banksmusicpublications.co.uk  
  www.banksmusicpublications.co.uk 
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Purchase a copy of the music from the RSCM webshop

Follow @RSCMCentre on social media and share your
progress by tagging RSCM and using hashtags
#RSCMplatinum #InOurService 

Share this invitation with all the choirs you know so that we
can celebrate this unique occasion together in song

GET INVOLVED TODAY!

Join choirs across the UK
and the Commonwealth
and sing in celebration of
HM The Queen's Platinum
Jubilee!

CALLING ALL CHOIRS!
RSCM PLATINUM PROJECT

FIND OUT MORE at 
www.rscm.org.uk/get-involved/platinum-project/

'In Our Service' is a brand new choral anthem specially commissioned
by RSCM from award-winning composer Thomas Hewitt Jones. It's
uplifting and joyful - and very singable - and it's available in different
versions to suit different ensembles or voices, from cathedral
choristers to school, community and congregational choirs, and
everything in between!

Thomas Hewitt Jones with Anna Hallett on The Organ Show




